SKY JoL (edit. 8th Jan 2016)

Editing and Publishing Process of SKY Journal of Linguistics
Author(s)
1st SUBMISSION
- send(s) original/unpublished paper
to sky-journal[at]helsinki.fi in docrtf- or pdf-format according to JoL's
style sheet standards
- submission DL March 31st to
current year's journal, otherwise any
time
- book reviews to Review Editor
SUBMISSION EVALUATION
- will be informed of
approval/refusal
- if approved, might be guided to
journal's style sheet standards
- if approved, will be informed of
the review process

SUBMISSION REVIEW
- if accepted, will conduct
corrections by Reviewers'
requests in accordance with the
time schedule agreed with Editors
- at this stage the paper must be
proofread by a professional
- N.B. SKY JoL cannot arrange
proofreading

Editors

Reviewers
Layout/Copy Editor
www-admin

1. SUBMISSION
QUEUE
- inform Author(s) of
received submissions asap
- store submissions to
JoL's database

2. SUBMISSION EVALUATION
- check submissions
- after submission DL inform
Author(s) within 8 weeks of
approval/refusal for review process
- N.B. submissions sent after
current year's DL might not get
their appr./refus. notification until
the following year

3. SUBMISSION REVIEW
- conduct (double-blinded) peer
review: select two anonymous
Peer Reviewers for each
submission (papers and squibs)
- N.B. Sometimes acquiring
suitable Reviewers may take
some time

SUBMISSION REVIEW
- Reviewers compose their
statesments according to
SKY JoL's review
instructions
- Reviewers submit their
review within 6–8 weeks

SUBMISSION REVIEW
- forward reviews to Author(s)
along the following scale: can
be accepted without–with
minor–after substantial revision
or not acceptable for publication

SUBMISSION EDITING
- de-anonymise(s) paper and
add(s) contact information
- check(s) the layout version and
correct(s) possible typos etc.

4. SUBMISSION EDITING
- at this stage submissions will
usually be approved for
publication (by separate message)
- copyediting of papers

5. PRINTING AND
DISTRIBUTION
- when stage 4 is completed,
the journal will be ready to
print and www-admin
- paper version will be sent to
authors and reviewers
N.B. The closer Authors and
Reviewers are able to follow SKY
JoL's editorial and publishing
standards, the better we can
guarantee the best possible service.
Journal will appear approximately
every January.

SUBMISSION EDITING
- Layout/Copy Editor edits
papers according to SKY
JoL layout standards and
compiles the entire journal
in pdf-format

PRINTING AND
DISTRIBUTION
- according to SKY's OApolicy, www-admin adds the
journal/yearbook to JoL's web
page in pdf-format

